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The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 teaches the reader everything they need to know to create exciting personal and business presentations. Readers learn about new features such as Smart Tags and Packages, and how to create a presentation from scratch or using the design wizard. This book will make novices confident in their use of design templates, animations schemes and much more!

Unless you've led a cloistered life over the past few years, chances are good that you've seen a PowerPoint slide show. From the corporate boardroom to the university classroom, or even at your neighborhood church, PowerPoint is being used to visually communicate to audiences everywhere.

Used properly, PowerPoint can be a great tool to help you communicate, persuade, inspire, motivate, convince, and educate. And that's what this book is all about—helping you use PowerPoint as a tool in support of what you do. Let's get started.
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Play Framework CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Looking at the past years of application development, as a developer you might have noticed
	a significant shift from desktop applications to web applications. The Web has evolved as the
	major platform for applications and is going to take over many facets—not only in development
	but also in everyday life, resulting in this shift...
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bash Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for bash UsersO'Reilly, 2007

	Every modern operating system has at least one shell and some have many. Some shells are command-line oriented, such as the shell discussed in this book. Others are graphical, like Windows Explorer or the Macintosh Finder. Some users will interact with the shell only long enough to launch their favorite application, and then never emerge from...
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3D Video and Its ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	This book presents a broad review of state-of-the-art 3D video production technologies and applications. The text opens with a concise introduction to the field, before examining the design and calibration methods for multi-view camera systems, including practical implementation technologies. A range of algorithms are then described for...
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MCAD/MCSD: Visual Basic .NET Windows and Web Applications Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the Developing Web Applications  (70-305) and Developing Windows-based Applications (70-306) MCAD and MCSD exams.  This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  
	Practical information on using Visual Basic .NET to develop Windows and Web...
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Practical Plastic Surgery (Vademecum)CRC Press, 2007

	The attraction of plastic surgery is its tremendous scope, and the multitude of approaches for every clinical situation. Yet it is precisely these aspects of plastic surgery that make its study and teaching especially challenging. Although there exist several excellent atlases and texts on this topic, there are few references that are...
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Markovian Demand Inventory Models (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2009
Inventory management is concerned with matching supply with demand and a central problem in Operations Management. The problem is to find the amount to be produced or purchased in order to maximize the total expected profit or minimize the total expected cost. Over the past two decades, several variations of the formula appeared, mostly in trade...
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